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 The traditional conception of God takes God to be a timelessly eternal, perfectly good,
 immutable, simple, omnipotent, and free being, who creates and sustains all that exists
 distinct from himself, and who knows fully all that takes place throughout the course
 of a history over which he exercises meticulous providence. Atheists, of course, deny
 the existence of such a being. But so do many contemporary theistic philosophers,
 insofar as they reject various elements of this classical picture.

 In Creation and the Sovereignty of God, Hugh McCann offers a defense of the
 traditional conception of God, and a case for that God's existence, that is rigorous,
 well-informed, comprehensive, and innovative—a genuine tour de force. The book is
 recommended for its many plausible responses to criticisms of the traditional concep
 tion. But it is perhaps most noteworthy for its original and thought-provoking strategies

 for solving problems that arise from the commitment to God's creative sovereignty
 over all things. How, for example, is God's causal responsibility for everything that
 happens, consistent with the efficacy of creaturely causes? How is it consistent with
 significant creaturely freedom? If God is sovereign and good, whence so much sin
 and suffering? Can God be the creative source of morality without morality being
 arbitrary? Is God's creative freedom limited by truths—for example, about abstract
 objects—that hold prior to, and independently of, divine willing? Does God's own
 nature place limits on God's freedom? Such questions have exercised philosophers
 down to our own day. McCann contributes interesting answers to all of them, answers
 whose unifying feature is that the apparent tensions are resolved in such a way that
 God's absolute sovereignty is always upheld.

 The claim that God is sovereign over all concrete entities and events McCann
 argues for in the course of defending an inductive cosmological argument for God's
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 existence. Were God to have created the world, then the world would exist. So, the

 world's existence counts as evidence for God. The only significant alternative to God
 as an explanation for the world's existence is the "naturalistic hypothesis," which
 holds that the world has existed forever, with each of its states being brought into

 being by the previous state. This alternative fails, McCann argues, for the notion that

 prior events confer existence on subsequent events is specious: "We are able neither to
 discern nor to imagine any operation or relationship by which past events can account

 for the existence of future ones" (p. 19). Since natural causes do not account for the
 existence of substances or their properties, there is no plausible alternative to God as

 an explanation for the world's existence.
 McCann's rejection of the naturalistic hypothesis gives rise to the first significant

 problem posed by God's sovereignty. Many contemporary philosophers have judged
 that, if God accounts for the existence of all substances and their properties, then there

 is nothing left for creaturely causes to do: God confers existence; creatures do not.
 Such sovereignty, it is believed, implies occasionalism, the radical denial of creaturely

 efficacy. McCann seeks to avoid this unhappy result by offering an account of natural
 causation in which that consists, not in conferrals of existence, but rather in transfers

 of divinely conserved energy or momentum from one object to another: "The cue ball

 really does operate on the object ball. The one strikes the other and confers momentum

 on it, in the sense that the cue ball's momentum is transferred to the object ball in the

 collision. Thus, while God confers existence on the event which is the object ball's
 acceleration, it is still the cue ball that accelerates the object ball, and so drives the ball

 into the pocket" (p. 40). McCann's "conserved quantity" account of natural causation
 has the advantage that it appears to follow the way that causation is often described in

 the physical sciences. On the other hand, McCann rightly wonders, in a note, whether

 his solution to the problem of divine sovereignty and creaturely causation can be truly

 comprehensive. It would seem to apply only to physical creaturely causes, and many
 theists deny that all creaturely causes are physical.

 The claim that God is causally responsible for all that exists in the world gives rise

 to another problem. My actions exist. But how can any of them be free if God causes
 them? Philosophers have mostly assumed that if our acts are caused by God, then we
 are at best free in a compatibilist, not a libertarian, sense. In one of the most significant

 insights of the book, McCann argues to the contrary. The common assumption stems
 from thinking that God's causing my act involves his issuing some sort of command or

 decree that I perform the act, which command is related to my act as a prior event that

 nomically necessitates it. Properly understood, however, God's will is "immediately
 efficacious in the task of creation" such that "the first manifestation of God's creative

 will regarding our decisions and actions is not a command that causes those acts, but
 nothing short of the acts themselves" (p. 103). As a result, the operation of God's will

 "is not an event independent of my willing; there is nothing 'left over' if we subtract
 my act of deciding from God's act of creating it" (p. 105). But, then, "God's will as
 creator is not... a determining condition of mine in any sense that libertarianism ought

 to forbid" (p. 105).
 Though I must largely pass over McCann's theodicy of sin and suffering, I note

 that it is filled with bold proposals, worthy of discussion. Not surprisingly, McCann

 rejects the standard free will defense, with its assumption that creatures can be gen
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 uinely free only if their free actions fall outside God's creative will. He contends that

 God causing of sinful acts is ultimately benevolent, because "a responsible choice
 in God's favor requires that we understand the alternative—which is to be at enmity

 with him" (p. 123). And he maintains that the evil of seemingly gratuitous suffering
 can be defeated simply by our accepting it, and thus submitting to God totally and
 unconditionally: "If, as I suggest, it is in so doing that we give up our last claim to
 ourselves, then above all other suffering, it is the seemingly gratuitous that God has

 most ordered not only to our good, but to the true fulfillment of our destinies, to the

 final restoration of that friendship between him and us that we each rejected when we

 reenacted the sin of Adam" (p. 152).
 A truly sovereign God must be the source of morality, holds McCann, and so he

 favors an approach that sees morality as having its provenance in divine commands. A

 problem with standard divine command theories, however, is that they tend to anchor

 morality in God's commands alone, with the result that, unanchored in nature, morality

 seems arbitrary. McCann thus develops a modified divine command theory on which
 "the imperatives through which God mandates right behavior turn out to be natural
 edicts as well" (p. 189), obligations naturally apprehended when we reflect on certain
 types of goods and actions. In the end, God is the source of morality because he is
 the source of the natures in which the imperatives of morality are more proximately
 anchored.

 That God is the source of natures is effectively denied by many theists who view
 natures as belonging to a realm of abstract objects and necessary truths that hold
 independently of God's creative will. Even if such objects and truths reside within
 the divine mind, they are something with which God is merely confronted, prior to
 any creative act on his part. God may choose to create concrete beings of one nature
 rather than another, but the nature itself, and all that is true of it, simply is, without

 being due to God. McCann finds the foregoing picture especially unbefitting, and
 replaces it with an account on which God is the creator not just of natures but of all

 universals and other abstracta, the entire conceptual order. For McCann, abstracta
 have no existence independent of the concrete entities that instantiate or exemplify
 them, and so by creating these concrete entities God also creates whatever abstracta
 there are. This includes even logical and mathematical truths, which God creates by
 creating the creaturely thoughts that have these truths as their content. Since modal

 truths are of the conceptual order, it is an implication of McCann's view that there
 are no modal truths prior to God's creative act. Thus, the worry that God might have

 created a four-sided triangle—which presupposes that there are possibilities prior to
 creation—never gets off the ground.

 Perhaps McCann's most challenging task is to show that God exercises sovereignty
 even over his own nature. The task may appear doomed, insofar as it seems that God's

 nature, which includes his power to create, must be prior to his act of creating, such
 that God's nature could not possibly be brought about in that very act. Ingeniously,
 McCann circumvents this problem by combining his aforementioned view that natures

 and abstracta exist only in their instances with a particular version of the doctrine of
 divine simplicity. By divine simplicity, God is simply identical to an activity which
 is simultaneously his creating and knowing. By the requisite view of abstracta, the

 essential properties that constitute God's nature—and all God's properties turn out to
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 be essential—exist subsequent to this divine act in which they are exemplified. This
 act is free because it is spontaneous, intrinsically intentional, and undetermined by
 independent conditions. It follows that God's nature is an expression of his freedom:
 "Far from escaping his sovereignty, God's having the nature he does turns out to be

 in itself m exercise of his sovereignty" (p. 231). Though God is free, no sense can be
 made of the question whether God could have done otherwise; he neither could not
 couldn't, since no modal truths hold prior to God's creative act.

 I have seen no more promising account than McCann's of how God might be
 sovereign over his own nature. Nevertheless, I think the version of divine simplicity
 that McCann utilizes in the account is, in the end, problematic, and this constitutes
 my most significant criticism of the book. On McCann's view, "God ... is identical
 with his creating the world" (p. 229), conceived both as an act and as a concrete state
 of affairs. This identification generates at least two serious difficulties. First, the act

 or state of affairs "creating the world" or "his creating the world" is not prior to,
 and independent of the world; rather it includes the world as an essential constituent.

 Since, then, a cause must be prior to its effect, if God is identical to "creating the
 world," then God can't cause the world. Second, if, per impossibile, "creating the
 world" were prior to, and cause of, the world, then the situation would undermine
 McCann's innovative reconciliation of divine sovereignty and libertarian creaturely
 freedom. For, on McCann's view, the world certainly includes my act of typing this
 sentence. And if the world includes my act of typing this sentence, then the obtaining

 of the state of affairs "creating the world" is logically sufficient for my typing this

 sentence; it is not possible that "creating the world" obtain and my typing not. But,
 then, if, per impossibile, God were both identical to "creating the world" and cause of

 the world, then God would constitute a prior and logically sufficient condition for—
 and necessitating cause of—my act of typing. Indeed, since, on McCann's view, all
 my acts are caused by God, all my acts would be so causally determined. The result:
 no libertarian freedom, after all.

 The foregoing difficulties can be avoided by adopting a version of divine simplicity
 which denies that God is identical to "creating the world," and which sees God's
 creature-involving properties and acts as being extrinsic to God. On such a view, God's

 act of creating the world is neither identical to God, nor is it an intrinsic property of God,

 whether essential or accidental. Rather, it is simply the world qua dependent on God,
 where the dependence relation does not involve any intrinsic feature of God that would

 not exist were God not creating the world. McCann doesn't discuss views of this sort,
 but such views would avoid the difficulties mentioned above, and it would be worth

 considering whether they could also be co-opted by McCann's strategy for showing
 that God has sovereignty over his own nature. On the sort of view I have in mind, none

 of God's creature-involving properties is essential and none is intrinsic. But, perhaps,
 God could be identical to a free act of will that manifests all the properties that are
 essential to God. If this were the case, then it seems as if God would be sovereign over

 his nature for just the reasons McCann says that he is.

 Creation and the Sovereignty of God is an argumentative^ rich work, and I have
 touched on only a handful of arguments that seem most important to McCann's overall

 project. There is much else to reward the would-be reader. I recommend the book most

 highly to anyone interested in a creative approach to the philosophy of God.
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